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About This Game

Survivor Squad is a Strategy Action game where you control a Squad of up to four survivors and guide them through a highly
randomized world looking for supplies to aid you on your journey.

Scavenge for supplies in every corner of every building, craft your gear, pick your skills and loadout while keeping your Squad
alive by covering every corner and moving as a group.

It is a game that encourages quick thinking and fast paced play since you need to pay attention to all of your squad mates. If
you leave someone behind, chances are they will be pounced on and die. Move as a Squad and cover every corner.

Four game modes: Campaign, Survival, Death Lab and Multiplayer.

Features:

Top Down 2d Strategy Action
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Use Melee weapons to take down enemies silently or go guns blazing

Scavenge buildings for materials to craft your gear

Equip Gadgets to assist you in combat

Highly randomized world providing infinite possibilities

Capture Infected buildings and defend them from the horde

Several types of Special Infected that must be dealt with quickly

Rename your Survivors to have a more intense personal experience

Four game modes: Campaign, Survival, Death Lab and Multiplayer.

Gameplay:

Control your Squad with the mouse carefully planning where each Survivor goes to and where to look. The Survivors have a
limited view range so it is vital to ensure you are looking where the infected will most likely come from.

Certain events require you to move around a building while fighting off a horde, you must keep a close eye on your squad or
they will perish one by one.

Various types of Special Infected have abilities such as Blinding Powder or Acid Pool that encourage you to quickly move your
Survivors while making sure they are never alone

In campaign mode you can capture infected buildings that generate resources but must be defended from horde invasions

Campaign:

Play through a highly randomized world following a simple storyline with unique events and a conclusion.

Survival:

Score based mode, go through as many randomly generated buildings as you can never looking back.

Death Lab:

Equip your Survivor Squad with a limited budget and take them through a collapsed Lab. Good micro management of your
Squad is essential to your survival.

Multiplayer:

The new Multiplayer mode is a 1v1 scenario (Online/LAN) where one player controls the Survivors and another player controls
the Infected. The Survivors must reach the extraction zone and the Infected must stop them by spawning various types of

Infected around them. Will the survivors reach their extraction zone alive and well or will they be devoured along the way? It's
up to you!
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Survivor Squad is a pretty fun game. Controls are a bit wierd but once you get used to it, it's okay. (There is the option to change
the key bindings) The game is pretty repetitive and it gets very difficult as you progress through the game. I haven't been able to
finish the story mode yet. The game is a bit buggy but it is still playable. If you do want to try this, look up videos about it and
get it when it's cheap because I don't think it's worth buying it for $8.99

Overall I would rate it 7.5\/10. 1 Room, 4 entrances, 4 guys.... guy 1 guards entrance 1, guy 2 guards entrance 2, guy 3 guards
entrance 3 and guy 4 guards entrance 4.
Simple enough... except when a couple of infected come through entrance 3 the all turn towards entrance 3
now I'm getting overrun from entrance 2 and 4 .... YOU'VE GOT YOUR JOB LET THEM GET ON WITH THEIRS! If they
get into trouble I WILL TELL YOU to turn around.... that's MY JOB!!!!

There needs to be an option to stop them turning around, or at least limiting it to only if their team mate is being attacked

That said.... Pretty good game all things considered :-). Endlessly clunky gameplay. Doesn't match the showcased gameplay and
screenshots.. Needs some more work and polish. Not bad, but not a whole lot to the game.. I was really supprised when i got
this, i thought it would be some tiny game not really worth the money, but then i got it and it's amazing, although it needs to be
nerfed, i'm on easy diff and i can't get pass a danger level 3 zone witrh 4 survivors all equipt with sultors and one m16 (can't
remember what's it's called in game) axes, 2 thick armors and 1 padded, 1 decoy and 2 cameras, this is the best gear i could have
ever gotten because all city's behind me are cleared and i picked up as much copper silver wood and scrap as i could, and still i
just can't do it, and then when they all died i had about 2 other people but could only go one at a time, that's really bad, if there's
more than 2 people left after the original group is killed, they should be able to pick up right where they left off, also it's really
annoying when i spend about 50% of my time gathering enough copper to make the m16 and then the next city i die and lose it
to a grabber, a jumper and about 3 other walkers. . . just saying, it's a great game, but has many many flaws, and with how
diffuclt it is, i'm pretty sure that hard mode would just be endless hordes and demons slicing the survivrs heads off with one hit
and. It's not the best, but with a few updates and some hard work it'll probably be one of my goty's. but really, please nerf the
jumpers and grabbers, they are overpowered in too many wasy (the jumpers can jump through walls, the grabbers can grab
through some walls, and they can drag you through any obstacle, witch is really hard when there's a counter in they way and one
survivor is getting dragged into the fog of a blinder while everyone else is flooded with jumpers and walkers. that excat same
senerio happned to me just a few days ago while i was on this, i had named my survivors Mark, Sean, Bob, and Wade, and they
all died to mostly jumpers and grabbers but th walkers just sped up the process of them dying, also there should be a fast
foreward button because half of the time after clearing one building is spent walking over to the next, and so you can make
searching things faster. overall, i'd give this a 5.5 out of 10 also, Thank you: THE GAME.
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didnt much care for the game and bought it on sale a while ago, nobody is gonna see nor read this review so might as well say
what i feel.

the game is what the title says, its about a squad of survivors, you are tasked with guiding 1-4 survivors though buildings, getting
supplies and going elsewhere (never played the storymode, i assume survival is about the same). you have to make some choices
to take some supplies and leave others, other than that, didnt play all that much, maybe enought to get the cards and a few
achevements. got a bit boring and a tad repetitive after i kept dying :\/. i do recommend the game, just not at full price.
Gameplay is a little clunky, there are several minor bugs, but they don't impact gameplay too much. Would be nice if the
developers would patch this as it seems a bit unfinished.. Fun game, however my main issue is that the game will toss you into a
brick wall. What I mean by that is you go to your first level 3 area and get destroyed because tons of specials attack at once and
all of your survivors die because they cannot fight the horde. I really do like this game but some changes need to be made so I
can stop save scuming to get passed a single node, which is my only way to progress.. The recent updates (1.14 specifically) add
much more to the game where originally it was lacking a little when i first played at the start of the year.

Right now it's in a good state, it's stable and also provides enough content for the price. I'm glad i picked this up again.. I liked
this game all the way up to the point I was unable to use the LAN connection with My friend whom I als bought the game for.
Turns out the developers haven't done anything for the past 2 years or so for this issue.

The game will tell you than it was unable to automatically open Port 50056. I've attempted to manually open the port and it
didn't seem to work. So I'm refunding My money on this game and warning others that this is what will happen.. The trailer
sums up why this game is awesome. 4 person squad that you take with you to clear buildings from zombies, total awesomeness!

But... The game isn't complete yet. It's not even close. And they don't reply to any questions, bug reports or anything. Looks like
they got their money and ran off like so many indie dev's nowadays.

Update:
I made a huge bug report topic where I posted every bug I could find over a month ago. I also sent them an official bug report
using the form they made for it. Then after not hearing anything from them I sent them an e-mail asking wether or not they
were ever going to finish the game. They responded that it's done in their eyes. After stating that many attacks go through walls
they replied that attacks are supp\u00f3sed to go through windows. Are you guys even reading my e-mails?

Pretty much everybody who has ever played this game disagrees with the statement that this game is completed. I guess they just
confirmed that they took our money and then ran off.
Do not support these developers!

Update:
After a long time I started playing again two or three times for an hour this week and it was remarkably bugless. (I didn't
reinstall windows, steam or the game and I'm pretty sure there wasn't an update, so there was no reason for the gameplay to
improve.)

I stand by what I said before, but if you are in luck and everything works as it was planned it sure is a lot of fun. Also using
cheats can help. I always get\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when a zombie does a special attack
through a wall, but I just give all my guys Kevlar to compensate for the damage they shouldn't take. Makes it all a lot less
frustrating.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=eyGmyNjE6Xg&list=UU7_-PLIhjsEBwIQXqKxmNpA

Survivor Squad, is a top down scavenger quest. It starts on a bad foot, as every map you play is poorly lit and at nighttime, the
bad camera angle does the game no favors either. It does not have day rotations and and the view gets annoying the more you
play. It tries to cover up how ugly or bare bones it by hiding in the darkness, and while that may work for a short time, you see
the same map layout so many times it gets old fast.

 Even through it says it's random what it has to pick from is so small that every time it feels the same. Combat with melee is
mostly useless, yes you can kill silently but the enemy will keep respawning in many maps until you complete a task. That means
the more you melee the more you get injured, and that would be fine if there was a better looting system in the game. You never
find items of use and you can't trade items, only buy. Nor can you use your items to increase the outposts you build. While you
may find blueprints to craft you do not find items such as armor or better weapons, which makes looting a chore rather than fun.
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The combat controls are frustrating as you are limited to control up to four members. If a zombie gets close to your south point
the people in the north will turn and shoot south leaving the zombies in the north to get closer. They do not turn around or have
any way to accurately keep their focus fire, in one direction.

It becomes a chore of go to map, see same layout and same combat, fight, loot and move on as the game does not respect your
time. I can not find myself to recommend this game. Thanks for your viewership and support for more videos check click here. 
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/SocioPyscho. Not a bad game. Pretty fun zombie tatical approach to a game.. There is so much
you could do with 9 dollars that is better than this. I'd get more enjoyment out of a few rolls of charmin ultra than this game.
Tried to get into this game. In short it's a very limited game and theres a lot of broken mechanics which really makes it
unplayable.

Characters can get grabbed and pulled through windows (windows are unbroken and you cant walk through them) so you can
have a unit maxed out with gear and he just gets yanked through an unbroken window into a house of 20 zombies and dies,
nothing you can do.

I've had my survivors pushed into rooms through windows(once that require buttons to be pressed to get out) so your characters
get stuck in rooms that no one can get to.

Your units are \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. You have to tell them everything, and when you tell
them things, they don't do. examples. They will run straight into zomibes with mellee weapon equiped, and if they can't get to
the spot they are trying to get to, they won't kill the zombies, they will just run in place while they get eaten alive. You tell them
to face a certain way, They turn around to shoot zombies other characters are already killing, then low and behold, they won't
turn back around to face the way you told them to face.

I could go on but it's the short and sweet, Terrible mechanics, so much is broken, difficulty would be fun if you could actually
control your units. Go spend your money elsewhere, you'll feel you wasted it here.
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